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The effect of H2SO4 acid concentration in range (1.0-12.0) M on corrosion resistance and ability of
passive film formation on metallic glassy Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 (at %) alloy have been studied using AC
and DC techniques at 30C. The experimental data obtained from this methods revealed that corrosion
resistance increases at concentration higher than 6.0M. The alloy is spontaneously passivated with high
passive current densities in all studied concentrations. Localized corrosion effects were observed at
12.0M. XPS analysis indicate the formation of NiS film on the alloy, which be responsible for the
corrosion resistance of iron – base alloy. The fundamental thermodynamic functions were determined
and used to glean important information about corrosion and passive characterization .
Keywords: Iron – base; Acid concentration; Amorphous alloy; Corrosion; EIS ; XPS.

1. INTRODUCTION
Corrosion behavior is an important variable towards the determination of the durability of the
components. Metallic glasses have not always been an easy system to study but owing to their
excellent mechanical properties[1-3] and resilience, chemically homogeneous single phase solid
solution metallic alloys of metallic glasses alloys show a great potential for load-bearing orthopedic
applications. This shows that they are superior in many aspects to alternative biomaterials such as
polymers and ceramics[4,5].
Gu et al. [6] reveled that iron-based bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are characterized by high
fracture strengths and elastic module, with some exhibiting fracture strengths near 4 GPa, 2–3 times
more than those of conventional high-strength steels.
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During the last few decades, there has been considerable interest in the corrosion resistance of
amorphous alloys. Aggressive acid media and temperature highly effected the corrosion behavior of
the glassy alloys [7-12].
Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 glassy alloy has not received many studies on its corrosion behavior in
aggressive acid media. The goal of this work is to evaluate the corrosion behavior and passivity or
pitting corrosion susceptible of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in H2SO4 acid solutions using different
electrochemical techniques.

2. MARETRIALS AND METHODS
2.1 The specimens treatment
Alloy ingots with nominal composition Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 (at %) (Vacoflex 2036,
3
Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co KG) with physical properties (density 8.1 g/cm , thermal extension 15.2×
10-6K-1, specific electrical resistance 0.77 m) was used. Electrochemical measurements were made
using rectangular specimens of the bright face with a surface of 20mm × 10mm and thickness 0.25
mm. One test was conducted per sample. Before the test specimen was degreased in alcohol and
rinsed several times with bi-distilled water and finally cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.

2.2 The electrolytic environments
Electrochemical characterization was performed in sulfuric acid solution in range (1.0-12.0)M.
Each run was carried out in aerated stagnant solutions at the required temperature (±1˚C) using a
water thermostat. Appropriate concentrations were prepared by dilution using bi-distilled water
without further purification. The electrochemical cell consisted of the corrosion sample (working
electrode), a saturated calomel reference electrode(SCE), and a platinum- wire counter electrode.

2.3 Methods
Electrochemical measurements were performed with ACM Gill AC at tested temperature. After
immersion of the specimen, prior to the impedance measurement, a stabilization period of 20 min
was found, which is sufficient to produced the steady- state potential (Ess). Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed at the frequency ranged from 30 kHz to
0.1 Hz with an amplitude of sinusoidal wave of 5 mV. Polarization measurements were performed
at a scan rate of 2 mV/s, from -800 mV to 2000 mV .
To reveal the detailed micro-structural features of the investigated alloy under test condition,
X-ray photo-electron spectra (XPS) from the alloy surface were measured, after the electrochemical
test in 3.0M of test solution.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Ac impedance studies
Nyquist plots for the Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in H2SO4 acid solutions after 20 min immersion
in the test solution at 30˚C are shown in Fig.1. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
helps to isolate the individual components describing the particular processes and properties of
phases and interfaces, electrolyte resistance, charge transfer resistance (the fast process), double
layer capacitance, adsorption and diffusion[13].
All experimental plots in Fig.1 have a depressed semicircular shape in the complex impedance
plane, with the center under the real axis. This behavior is typical for solid metal electrodes that show
frequency dispersion of the impedance data and has been attributed to roughness and other in
homogeneities of the solid surface. In these cases the parallel network charge transfer resistance–
double layer capacitance (Rct–Cdl) is usually accepted as a poor approximation. When a non-ideal
frequency response is present, it is commonly accepted to employ distributed circuit elements in an
equivalent circuit. Constant phase element (CPE), which has a non-integer power depending on the
frequency, is widely used as a model in place of a capacitor, to compensate the non-homogeneity in the
system[14]. The impedance of a CPE is described by the expression:

YCPE  A1 ( j ) 

n

(1)
where A is a proportionality coefficient, ω the angular frequency (in rad s−1), j is the imaginary
number (j2 = -1),  is the phase angle of the CPE (in rad /s) and n has a meaning of a phase shift and
can be used as a measure of the surface in homogeneity . For n=0, ZCPE represents a resistance with R
= A−1, for n = 1 a capacitance with C= A, for n = 0.5 a Warburg element and for n =−1 an inductance
with L=A-1 [15]. The smaller values of n, the higher the surface roughness. The HF capacitive loop,
Rct , CPE, can be attributed to the charge transfer presses. The charge transfer resistance (Rct)
(corrosion rate) values are calculated from the difference in impedance at lower and higher
frequencies.

Figure 1. EIS plots for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in different concentrations of H2SO4 acid. Nyquist (a)
and Bode (b).
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Figure 1a shows a capacitive arc at high and intermediate frequencies
(HF and MF) followed by inductive loop at low frequencies (LF), at the concentration of
6.0
M H2SO4 acid . The first capacitive arc corresponds to the combined effect of double layer
capacitance and metal dissolution, and its diameter is related to the charge transfer resistance (R ct) at
the metal / solution interface. Evidently, the increase of concentration of acid decreased the
diameter of the first capacitive arc until 6.0M, therefore, dissolution rates for the alloy are
increased. Critical behavior is observed at 9.0 and 12M of acid where the alloy resistance increases
as the acid concentration increases. Nevertheless, Rct values were representative of the dissolution of
not only Fe (the major and active alloying element) but also other alloying elements [15,16]. The
inductive behavior observed at low frequencies for the alloy at 6.0M H 2SO4 acid, attributed to the
formation of Fe(I) and Fe (II) adsorbed intermediate species in the active region for Fe in the studied
solutions [17] .
As Nyquist diagrams, lower polarization resistance (RP) value recorded at 6.0 M H2SO4
associated with shorter relaxation times was show in Bode- plot, Fig.1b. The phase angle (Өmax)
values approach 85ْ suggesting that the electrochemical process occurring at high frequency
favors the charge transfer process.

Figure 2. (a) Simple complex plane impedance plot, together with the equivalent circuit. Rs(RctQ).
Rs; ohmic resistance of the electrolyte, Rct; charge transfer resistance and Q(CPE);
double layer capacity. (b) Complex plane impedance plot, together with the equivalent circuit
models fitting for spectra consist inductive loop. Is Rs (Rct1Q(LRct2)). Rs; ohmic resistance
of the electrolyte, Rct1; charge transfer resistance, and Rct2; resistance through the pit and
L; the inductive contribution.
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The best fitted parameter results for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy corrosion, using ZSimDemo
impedance modeling software are presented in Table 1. Figs. 2a and 2b observed that the fitted data
follow a similar pattern as the original results along the diagrams, with a percentage error smaller
than 4% in all cases (the quality of fitting to the equivalent circuit (EC) was judged firstly by
the Chi- square (χ2) values and secondly by the error distribution versus frequency, comparing
experimental with simulated data). The electrical equivalent circuit employed to analyze the
impedance spectra with one capacitive loop and in presence of inductive behavior also show in
Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively.

Table 1. Electrochemical kinetic parameters and corrosion rate obtained by EIS technique for
Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in naturally aerated H2SO4 solutions at 30οC.
CHCl
(M)

Rct
(cm2)

CPE (Q)
(μF/cm2)

n

χ2

1.00
3.00
6.00
9.00
12.0

744
541
207
1029
1535

74.22
75.76
93.65
24.07
22.87

0.88
0.92
0.93
0.96
0.94

0.16×10-2
0.20×10-2
0.30×10-2
0.24×10-2
0.26×10-2

Corrosion
rate
mm/y
0.38
0.54
1.39
0.28
0.18

It is obvious from Table 1 that the value of the charge transfer resistance, Rct decrease with
the concentration increase and reached a minimum value of 207 cm2 at 6.0 M (decrease in Rct
values about 72.2% and Q increase about 69%). Farther increase in acid concentration leads to
an increases the diameter of capacitive arc (increase in Rct values and decrease Q values).
This phenomenon explained by the role of relative humidity on the corrosion rate. At high
humidity and low H2SO4 acid concentration, the corrosion rate (deposition rate) is sufficiently high to
prevent the buildup of any protective layer. Low humidity allow the protective layer form.

3.2 DC electrochemical results
In order to clear the susceptible of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy for passivition or pitting corrosion
in H2SO4 acid, the cyclic potentiodynamic polarization used. After impedance run, the potential was
sweep from cathodic to anodic directions and then the reverse, noble- active, polarization is essential
to study the localized corrosion or breakdown of passivity.
Corrosion current densities (Icorr) were calculated by extrapolating the Tafel lines to corrosion
potential (Ecorr). Passivation parameters: critical passivation current density (Icc), critical passivation
potential (Ecc), passivation potential (Epass), passivation current density (Ipass) were determined from the
potentiodynamic polarization curve and summaries in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Tafel plots for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy after the immersion in different concentrations of
H2SO4 at 30˚C.

Figure 3, shows active - passive behavior on both forward and reveres scan in all examined
acid concentrations in H2SO4 acid solutions. Cathodic polarization curves are slightly shifted
towards higher current densities. Evolution of hydrogen gas was observed during the cathodic
reaction in each case . Polarization curves indicated that the values of corrosion rate (Icorr)
increase with the increase of the acid concentrations up to 6.0M . At this concentration, a big
positive hysteresis presence which is typical of the localize (pitting or crevice ) corrosion behavior of
metals. A material’s susceptibility to pitting or localized corrosion can be evaluated by the hysteresis
area observed in its polarization curve obtained in an aqueous solution containing aggressive ions.
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Table 2. Electrochemical parameters of polarization for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in naturally
aerated H2SO4 solutions at 30οC.
H2SO4
con.(M)

-Ecorr
mV/SCE

Icorr × 102
mA/cm2

E cp

Epass

mV/SCE

mV/SCE

I cc
mA/cm2

Ipass
mA/cm2

0 1 .0

343

3 .5 0

47

282

90

2 .4 7

0 3 .0

334

4 .9 8

1 48

455

320

1 .7 1

0 6 .0

315

1 2 .8

-65

85

33

0 .2 2

0 9 .0

327

2 .5 3

3 99

797

185

0 .7 5

1 2 .0

329

1 .6 4

1 87

486

303

0 .2 7

Eb
mV/SCE

1519
1490
1428
1422
1417

This area can be considered as being proportional to the difference between the critical pitting
potential and the protection potential (the susceptible pitting factor) E  E pit  E prot .The bigger this
potential difference, the smaller the material’s pitting corrosion resistance[18]. The E pit  E prot  value

was found to be 973mV, which reflex the high localized corrosion susceptibility of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2
alloy at 6.0M H2SO4 acid.
At higher concentrations the effect of opposite process controls the reaction. The latter
process make the oxide layer more thicker and decrease the (Icorr) values in this condition,
that means the healing of the oxide film under low humidity conditions resulting in the
formation of compact barrier oxide film.
The increase in Icorr associated with markedly increase in Icc and Ecp in the positive
direction indicating delay in protective layer formation.
The high values of both the passivation tendency, Icc and degree of passivation, IPass in
forward scan can be attributed to a non adhering porous layer. This hypothesis may be
confirmed because at the end of polarization test the sample surface looked gray and the
solution had returned yellow. The reveres scan also show less effective in alloy protection.
3.3 X- Ray photo – electron spectroscopy (XPS) (XPS)
The corrosion behavior of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy was further examined by XPS analysis of the
surface film in 3.0M experiment after impedance and polarization tests.
The peak binding energies of the Ni 2p3/2 electron in Fig. 4 were about 852.8 and
852.9 - 853.1 eV estimated for both before (as-resaved) treatment and after treatment (after the
experiment) at different scattering times in H2SO4 acid. Fe 2p3/2 electron was observed at 710.8 eV
which means that Fe is found as FeCl3 which is also soluble [19]. The peak binding energy of S
2p3/2 electron was observed at 162.3 indicated the presence of NiS on the alloys surfaces
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Figure 4. X 2p3/2 photo-electron spectra obtained for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy before and after the
experiment in 3.0M H2SO4 acid solutions.
3.4 Thermodynamic parameters
There have been limited publications on the corrosion behavior on metallic glasses alloys
at different temperatures have been done. Low aggressivity in the studied temperature range led
to chose 3.0 M of acids to study of the electrochemical behavior of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 glassy
alloys at different temperatures before the specimen destroyed specially at high temperature.
Figs.5a,5b show the influence of temperature on pitting and general corrosion behavior
of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 glassy alloy in 3.0M acid solutions at various temperatures in the domain
(30-60)ºC by Impedance diagrams. A sudden drop appeared in H2SO4 acid. solutions at
temperatures higher than 30ºC. The results in Table 3 indicates that the drop occurs in hot
solutions and in 60ْC gives the worst resistivity (92.77% lower than at 30ْC). The increase in
Q values can be correlated to the increase in the corroded area of the alloy surface.
The acceleration of anodic process occurs more quickly at higher temperatures and this
reflex the inductive loop at the end of the Nyquist plot at temperatures higher than 30ºC which
indicate that the Faradic process takes place (localized attack) on the iron base alloy. Values
of corrosion rate ( mm/y) increase and reach an unacceptable values of about 7.279 mm/y at
60ºC in H2SO4 acid. The single peaks can be clearly observed in Bode – phase plots which
become narrow as bulk acid temperature increase, (shorter time constants, fast reaction). This
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phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the time lag between the process of formation
and dissolution of passive film molecules over metal surface becomes shorter with increase in
temperature. The phase angle Ө max of single Bode peak decreases gradually at alloy / solution
interface from 80 to 60ْ indicating that electrochemical process occurring at high frequency
doesn't favors the passive film formation.
Table 3. Electrochemical parameters of impedance measurements
different temperatures H2SO4 solutions.

for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy in

Temperature
˚C

Rct
(cm2)

CPE (Q)
(μF/cm2)

n

χ2

30
40
50
60

541
167
73.8
39.1

75.76
93.17
93.86
118.60

0.92
0.93
0.94
0.90

0.16×10-2
0.19×10-2
0.24×10-2
0.22×10-2

Corrosion
rate
mm/y
0.54
1.55
3.85
7.28

If n is also accepted to be measure of the surface inhomogeneity, then its decrease
should be connected with certain increase in heterogeneity resulting from surface metal
roughening. The latter may be caused by enhanced dissolution of metal, which takes place at
high temperatures during exposure to the solution.
Figure 5c reveal that the cathodic polarization curves were linear and shifted towards
higher current density region with increase in the test solution temperature association by huge
hydrogen evolution. Rising of the temperature is associated with the increase in the corrosion
current density (Icorr.). The highest current oscillations were observed at 60ْC with a maximum
amplitude of 6.68x10-1 mA/cm2, (92.54 higher
than at 30 ْC), this behavior may due to
-2
-2
pitting attack by S produced through SO4 reduction [20] , as shown in impedance plots, which
reveal good agreement between the polarization and impedance measurements.
Active - passive and transpassive behavior was observed for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy except
at 60ºC. The nature of the curves is similar. This indicate that the iron base alloy is
spontaneously passivated at employ temperatures in range (30-50ºC). Increasing temperature was
apt to increase the anodic current density but corrosion potential does not show a regular
trend. It was marked by high active - passive peaks ( high values of Icc ) and sharp passivity
region is also not obtained in most of the cases. It appears that temperature destabilizes the
passivity and highly unstable passive film formed on the alloy surface at high temperatures.
High values of Icc may be attributed to a further increase in the uncovered area resulting in
follow a very high current density before passive film formation. The absence of anodic
passivation oxide layer at 60ºC cause direct diffusion of the acid to the alloy /solution interface
leading to a quick dissolution of alloy component.
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Figure 5. ( a) Nyquist , (b) Bode Impedance and (c) polarization diagrams for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy
in different temperatures of H2SO4 acid .

Evolution of oxygen on the alloy surface was observed in the transpassive region. The
sharp increase in the current density in this region was attributed to the dissolution or
breakdown of NiS passive film which occur in same mechanism at all temperatures.
After polarization experiment, the specimens became grey and the solution turned
colorless to green yellowish. The color became dark with the temperature increase. In highest
temperature the passive film will be removed and the alloy directly attacked by S -2 ion which
may cause crevice corrosion so the specimens fall in the test solution.
In all cases, we note an increase of corrosion current density and decrease in charge resistance
with increasing temperature indicating the activation the corrosion process.

The values of activation energy ( Eapp
) for the dissolution of glassy Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy
in 3.0M Sulfuric acid was calculated from the Arrhenius type plot according to the following
equation:

 Eapp



(2)
icorr.  A exp 
 RT 





1  A exp   Eapp 
(3)


Rct
 RT 
where R is the gas constant, A is Arrhenius constant and T is the absolute temperature.
Activation energy was calculated from the slope of log Icorr. or log 1/Rct as a function of (1/T) plots
with using least square method (LSM) by Sigma Plot Program, Fig.6.
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Table 4. The values of activation parameters ΔEa, ΔH* and ΔS* for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy corrosion
in 3.0 M H2SO4 .
Impedance
Δ E*app
(kJmol-1)
71.99

Polarization
Δ H*
(kJmol-1)
69.35

Δ S*
(Jmol-1K-1)
-67

r2
0.983

Δ E*app
(kJmol-1)
71.67

Δ H*
(kJmol-1)
68.95

Δ S*
(Jmol-1K-1)
-41

r2
0.983

Figure 6. (a,a') Arrhenius and (b,b') transition state plots for Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy before and after
the experiment in 3.0M H2SO4 acid solution.

According to data in Table 4, low value of ∆S* (negative value) reflect the most order
corrosion reaction, that mean the system close to equilibrium and the corrosion reaction take
place. But it value is higher ( less negative) than that determined in Hydrochloric acid solution (-192
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Jmol-1K-1) [20] which. The low values of ΔS* reflect the presence of protective layer on
Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 alloy [21]. The positive signs of ΔH* reflect the endothermic nature of the glassy
alloy dissolution process.

Apparent activation energy ( Eapp
) of hydrogen evolution reaction for 3.0M Sulfuric acid. is

71.99 kJmol-1 which is higher than ( Eapp
) of same alloy in 3.0M Hydrochloric acid (24.96 kJmol-1 )

[21]. This reveal that Sulfuric acid is the lower aggressive media for the glassy
Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2, where Hydrochloric acid is the aggressive one. This means that the physical
barrier (passive film) can probably affect the nature of the corrosion process.
Values of enthalpy ∆H* and entropy ΔS* for the corrosion of glassy alloy were
calculated from the transition - state equation:
 S * 
 H * 
 I corr.   R 
 exp  


  
 exp 
 T   Nh 
 R 
 RT 

(4)

 1 
 Rct   R 
 S * 
 H *  (5)
 exp  

 exp 

  
 R 
 RT 
 T   Nh 



where h is Plank’s constant, N is Avogadro’s number. Fig.6 show a plot of log (Icorr / T)
or log (1/Rct / T ) against 1/T gave straight line of slope (-ΔH*/2.303R) and the intercept is (log (R
/ Nh) + ΔS* / 2.303R) from which the values of ΔH* and ΔS* were deduced. The calculated
thermodynamic parameters with standard deviation ,r2, about 0.98 are given in Table 3.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions drawn from the study of Fe68.6Ni28.2Mn3.2 glassy alloy in H2SO4 acid
solutions are:

The process on the interface mild iron base/(1.0-9.0) H2SO4 acid solutions are
described by a simple equivalent circuit including a charge transfer resistance, R ct, a parallel doublelayer capacitance which distributed and modeled by a CPE element and ohmic resistance, Rs at 30C.

The corrosiveness of H2SO4 acid solutions increase up to 6.0M and after this critical
concentration the passivation process control.

At 30C, inductive behavior (susceptibility for localized corrosion ) only shows at
12.0M H2SO4 acid .

According to EIS and polarization measurements, localized corrosion starting
observing at 40C .


At temperature in the range of 30-60C, apparent activation energy Eapp
, enthalpy
∆H* and entropy ΔS* for the corrosion of glassy alloy were calculated and discussed.
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